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the correlation between the score components between the LC and the RC, the LC and total, and the RC and total. Ha (2012) investigated various teaching methods in order to determine the methods that were the most useful to improve TOEIC scores for college English learners. After that, an SPSS tool was employed to calculate the Pearson¢ÃÂÂs
correlations in order to measure the relationships between the scores. Kim, 2005; Ha, 2012; Jee & Lee, 2009), and it was used in this study to investigate the relationships between the LC and the total, the RC and the total, and the LC and the RC. The organization of this paper is as follows. Moreover, Nan (2018) proposed that listening can facilitate
the students¢ÃÂÂ competence regarding the response to a language, which leads to faster reading. The students were required to take mock TOEIC tests in order to pass their core module at the university, and their scores were used in the current study. Accept Read More AbstractMany universities in Korea have implemented teaching TOEIC based
courses in their core curriculums as a result of the increased popularity of the TOEIC test. Shin & Oh, 2012). One noticeable result from the analysis is that the r values appeared to be very weak and weak when they were grouped with the larger bands of 200 and 300 in all the score bands. Accept Read More Preparing to take the TOEIC includes two
components: familiarizing yourself with the TOEIC test and improving your English skills. Section 2 introduces two types of literature reviews. In regards to the similar score bands, the r values, which are ¢ÃÂÂ0.566 and ¢ÃÂÂ0.414, are basically moderate. By presenting the score patterns and the correlations between the LC and the RC, the
classroom instructors will be able to implement different teaching strategies according to the students¢ÃÂÂ needs and their teaching backgrounds.The TOEIC scores that are used in the current study were collected from 7727 freshmen and sophomore students at a university in Table Table n³Ãicanidrooc al y n³Ãiccaretni al ed s©Ãvart a argol es Â
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data set used in this study. The General It was observed with the evaluators with a better score ³ the PC than with the CR, which may raise questions about the distribution ³ the scores of the PC and the CR with respect to the different levels that include the low, intermediate and high. The r value yielded a very low value with the highest punctuation
bands³ but tended to increase slightly or remained the same with the lowest punctuation ³. In addition, students in the focal reading class have a higher level of English, which was better with their TOEIC scores than students in the lower levels, but students in the focused listening classes did not show any statistical differences between the different
levels.In short, we first reviewed the relationship between CP and CR in terms of integral language development, following the rich ³ framework of the theory of compensation³ n. In order to investigate the relationships between CP and CR, the r values between CP and CR scores were calculated. The three main types are TOEIC online courses, TOEIC
courses at a school near your home, and TOEIC courses abroad. The following section ³ the scoring relationships ³ with the largest scoring bands.To provide a forward-looking clustering guide³ for a TOEIC classroom, the students' scores were grouped with larger bands, which were grouped into the 200 and 300 ranges.It is not always possible to offer
finely tuned class classes that specifically respond to the needs of each student in the classroom, so this fen³t³t less. This part of their preparation ³ relatively simple. Do not see the same questions in your TOEIC exam, but the types of tasks will be similar. On the other hand, students in the rest of the punctuation bands ³ tended to have a stronger
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between the RC and the LC in different score bands. (2-tailed).000.000Mean784.68571.03SD (N)60.25 (3024)78.87 (7689)LCListening ComprehensionRCReading ComprehensionSPSSStatistical Package for the Social SciencesMlcMean for English Listening Comprehension Test ScoresMrcMean for English Reading Comprehension Test
ScoresMtMean for the Total Test ScoreSDStandard DeviationrPearson¢ÃÂÂs Correlation CoefficientnSample Size In fact, the results for each of the two groups were nearly identical.Second, previous research about the TOEIC classes is presented. This is also known as a positive linear correlation. This means that the students¢ÃÂÂ RC scores are
more tied to their total score than to their LC scores in this category. TOEIC based courses and mock TOEIC tests have not only been introduced to several universities core English curriculum, but they have also become part of the requirement for graduation in some cases. The Pearson¢ÃÂÂs correlation coefficients prove that there is a strong
relationship between the RC and the LC scores with the total scores. Jee and Lee (2009) also affirmed that listening comprehension was closely related to reading comprehension, and an individual¢ÃÂÂs grammar and vocabulary level also has a strong correlation to reading comprehension.Park (2008) conducted a study that analyzed the
relationships between students¢ÃÂÂ English language ability, listening comprehension, and reading comprehension. This definitely reveals the pedagogical implications with respect to the need for tailored instruction for the higher levels. K. The third scenario that could exist is when the other variable doesn¢ÃÂÂt increase or decrease when one
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how much closest is about 1 in a negative relationship, more strong will be the linear correlation. They believe that the effectiveness of the teaching of Toeic was not beneficial for students to develop their skills, but also produced almost instant results. You will want to obtain a good understanding of the toeic exam structure, see some sample
questions and answers, and take an exam test of the toeic or take the real toeic once as proof. It is also interesting to note that the lowest ranges of lower scores tended to show greater differences between CL and CR scores. To do this, the scores were grouped in broader ranges and the relationship between the CP and the CR was thoroughly
investigated. The second component of Toeic preparation is more long. In general, R values were strong in the score bands greater than 800 and 900, and moderate in the other bands. This phenomenon can be interpreted in the sense that students who are in the initial stages of language acquisition have more margin of improvement with the CR
score. This web site uses cookies for a better experience. Identifying the real components is a key objective here, since it would reveal the areas with which students are fighting more and in which they need to concentrate more than this section the investigations of the score relationships are analyzed between the LC & Total and the RC & Total.
Descriptive statistics of the toeic mediasdnlc324.524 269.0 240 240 172.9 782 611,328Total616.7 183 133.0 654 911,328Table 2. By examination Relationships between the CL & total and the total RC & in the different categories, sought to reveal the punctuation patterns and the relationships between the different levels of competition. Download
CSVDISPLAY TABLE However, the groups of 100 punctuation bands, which are more small punctuation bands, revealed that the teaching of RC is a better strategy to improve students' scores at the lower level, since there is moderate relationship between LC and RC scores at the lower levels. Lesson design in the classroom. Four notable findings
that this study revealed. There are a wide variety of toeic preparation courses. That is, if CR scores increase in lower punctuation bands, CR scores tend to increase in conjunction with CR scores. Considering the descriptive results of the punctuation bands below 799, the CR scores were much lower than the CR scores, and the value of R showed
stronger relationships in those bands. In total, 11,328 scores were collected. The results confirmed the existence of relationships between the ability of the English language, auditory understanding and reading comprehension, which showed similar correlations that were relevant between auditory understanding and reading comprehension . The
final result revealed that when the students were grouped into the most large scoring bands, both the RC and the LC must be taught. The test of English for International Communication, communityly known as Toeic, has gained predominance with the process of hiring of companies in South Korea regarding the mastery of English of possible
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skills in learning a language and revealed that the correlation between listening and reading was stronger than the performance of hearing and the ability to speak. In his study, the score gap between each band was more than 300, which is much wider than the bands of current research. Regardless of which Toeic practice tests you decide to take,
remember that your goal is to become familiar with the test environment, the types of questions, and the expected answer formats. Considering the R values in each of the scoring bands, it is obvious that the values become noticeably lower than the bands of more than 700. Different teaching methodologies can be employed by grouping students,
such as peer tutoring. Strong R values in both LC & Total and CR and Total in the over 900 category may imply that students whose total score falls in this category achieved a balanced competence with respect to their listening and reading skills. Toeic’s preparation abroad is the most intensive solution because it takes many hours of study each
week and outside of class, it is located in an English-speaking environment, however, it is also the most expensive. In addition, for students at a relatively higher level, the CR and CL should be adapted to the needs of the students, because their CR and CL scores have a very weak relationship. The focus has been on TEEIC teaching methodologies, as
TEIC teaching has been introduced into university classrooms. Although the relationship between CR and LC may vary according to different task formats and types of text, comprehension theory still states that a better understanding of the interrelationship between listening and reading should be helpful in developing language comprehension.
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relationship was discovered ³ with the highest score bands ³ had a score of 800. Correlation ³ n1.756 **. 933 ** sig. (2-tail) .000.000 N11,32811,32811,328cpearson correlation ³ n.756 ** 1.941 ** Sig. Shin and Oh, 2012; Lim, 2006; Nam, 2016). Some scholars argue that while this tendency to implement courses based on TEEIC is on the rise, there
shouldt be attention³ n to the effectiveness of these courses from all perspectives (Choo, 2009) in the educational environment where Toeic occupies a large part of the English language curriculum of a university, improvements in student scores, teaching methods and the environment of TEIC courses should be studied and researched continuously.
The teaching methods in the TEIC classroom, few studies have been conducted on the trend of Toeic scores in the different levels of score. The biggest difference occurred in Asia, which was 57,  Africa was the next at 47 years, North America was 42 years, and then Europe and South America returned the same result, which was 35. Read, 2011). Kim
et al. The R-value for students who scored below 799 was relatively higher, illustrating that there was an even more balanced improvement with scores for this group even though their scores were in the lowest ranges. Depending on your schedule and budget, you can choose the type of TEEIC preparation ³ best suited for you. More research should
be conducted to consider whether teaching reading is advantageous for listening competence, especially with students at the higher level. Download the table CSVDisplay Table illustrates the negative R values between the RC and LC, which means that as one variable increases, the other variable tends to decrease. Jee and Lee Students whose scores
ranged between 600 and 900 presented a stronger relationship between the CL and the RC, but those of lower level showed a day. In addition, how much closest is the r value of 1 in a positive relationship, more strong will be the relationship between the values. The strength of the relationship between the two variables is greater when the dispersion
graph approaches a straight line. This means that the relationship between the LC and the RC is very well, and the two scores are not related between sã. Many academics affirmed that the teaching of Toeic as part of the university curric Bands of more low score have. The scores were divided first groups of 3 and groups of 2, which had ranges of
200 and 300 with respect to the total score in each band. The very important results and days biles generally indicate that there is no relationship between the LC and the RC, which implies that students should receive instrument with both the LC and the RC.Tabla 1. Jung, 2012; S. one of the most notable phenomenon Global Annose is the great gap
between the RC and LC scores, which returned a difference of 32.33. This result corresponds to the result of the Takers Worldwide Report 2017 test that was published by STDs, which is the administration organization ³N TOEIC. In addition to the ongoing investigation in the classroom, it would be the use of the phenomenon of the test scores. You
can also find a free, partial or complete toeic tests in line or in the Toeic preparation books. This occurrence corresponds to the natural logic, which represents that advanced test makers will have better relationships in each type of score with their total scores. That is, with great samples CL CL al ed n³Ãicubirtsid ed senortap rartnocne ed atart
oidutse etneserp le ,setnedecerp nis and the RC (Reading Comprehension) scores depending on the students¢ÃÂÂ overall TOEIC scores. Thus, in order to assist and supplement the classroom teaching methodology research, the current research aims to analyze the TOEIC score distributions of the LC and the RC and the correlations between them.
Jung, 2010; B. The average test taker scores were better with the LC than with the RC. The correlation between the LC &the RC in the ranges of 300 701¢ÃÂÂ990401¢ÃÂÂ699Correlation LC& RC.367**.378**Sig. After that, the studies about TOEIC testing are discussed, which are aligned with this theoretical framework.It is well-documented that
theoretically the four language skills, which include listening, speaking, reading, and writing, are interrelated and interactive, and the improvement of an individual¢ÃÂÂs overall language performance is not achieved by a simple combination of the four skills. An interesting result that was revealed is that the r values for the 200 score band and the
300 score band returned results that were very weak and weak, respectively. Mean scores of the LC, the RC, total, and the score gap between the LC and the RC 900(n = 144)800(n = 902)700(n = 1978)600(n = 2990)500(n = 3027)400(n = 1672)300(n =
615)LC467.11432.16388.98342.64293.47247.45200.60RC460.41410.50358.86308.67260.78210.53161.39Total927.53842.67747.84651.31554.25457.98362.00GAP between LC&RC6.7021.6630.1133.9632.6936.9139.21Table 4. The table also illustrates the mean scores for the Listening Comprehension (LC) and the Reading Comprehension (RC).The
mean score for the LC, which is 324.52, is noticeably higher than the mean score for the RC, which is 292.19. Download CSVDisplay Table From Table , the mean score for the total is 616.71. If we compare the r values of the LC & the total to the values for the RC & the total, the values are generally similar to each other. This suggests the importance
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